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Meaningful  
gifts of love 

Our promise to you
We’re committed to honouring 
your generosity and using your 
donation in the most effective way. 
The items shown throughout the 
Gift Catalogue are representative 
of categories, such as: animals, 
health or education. Donations 
from supporters are pooled 
together and used to procure the 
selected item when possible and 
appropriate, or an item from within 
the same category may be 
procured to address a similar, more 
urgent need. The needs and 
suggested donation amounts of the 
items shown are based on periodic 
surveys of the countries we serve.

Acts of kindness are anything but 
random. They say “I care,” and let 
others know they matter. That’s 
something everybody needs. 
Choosing meaningful gifts from our 
catalogue is a special act of kindness 
that you can give this Christmas. 
Together—with your friends and 
family—you’ll bring lasting change to 
a child, a family, even a community. 
It’s a wonderful way to celebrate 
the birth of Jesus. 

Thank you for giving love to the 
world. May peace be with you  
and your family this Christmas.

Michael Messenger 
President, World Vision Canada

ANIMALS

Milk, eggs 
and income
Goats and chickens are fun to give! We’ve paired 
our most popular animals so you can give 
struggling families—and your loved ones—
meaningful gifts they’ll never forget. With goats, 
hens and roosters, you’ll help provide eggs, milk 
and cheese for years to come.

Livestock combo:  
Goats, hens and roosters $150 (3319)
2 hens and a rooster $50 (1552)

FAMILY  
FAVOURITE

Goats, chickens and other items in these pages  
are all part of a larger World Vision development 
plan. Acquired locally and distributed to families in 
need, each animal is part of a community program 
focused on feeding, care and breeding. The end result 
is a healthier place in which children can grow and 
achieve their full potential. 

When is a goat a master plan?

NEW  
handcrafted gifts (See pp. 8-9)

How your gifts can change lives

 Choose gifts like animals and medicines.

  Order at worldvision.ca/gifts  
Call 1.800.844.7993 or see the order form on p.12.

 
  Honour loved ones with a gift in their name and  

send them a FREE personalized greeting card or e-card.

 Help change lives with your gift of love.

Cover: Saoina, age 8 in 2008, Kenya
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When you select an item from the Gift Catalogue, your donation will be used to support World Vision projects in developing countries. Suggested donation amounts for the items 
are calculated at the time of planning and may vary from country to country. Whenever possible, items or services will be procured locally and provided to a child or family in need 
as part of a project in their community. Many of the featured items are part of larger World Vision development programs that help entire communities to overcome poverty and 
achieve self-reliance. For more information, please visit worldvision.ca/gifts/FAQ.

Piglets + chicks
The gift of piglets and chicks can  
be the beginning of something big. 
They’ll quickly grow to become a 
steady source of food and income—
and a blessing for a struggling family.

Piglets and chicks $65 (3616)

This little piggy
Looking for the perfect present?  
Pigs are easy to raise, and they grow 
quickly. One sow can produce as 
many as 20 piglets each year to sell 
at market. That’ll do, pig. That’ll do.

3 little pigs $120 (1420)
2 piglets $80 (3392)
Piglet $40 (1412)

The crack of an egg. The first tiny  
chirp of a newborn chick. These small 
delights bring joy to children who  
receive 2 hens and a rooster. Better  
yet, these wonderful birds provide an 
ongoing source of income, food and 
health to growing girls and boys— 
so their dreams can take flight.

Help fill a coop $100 (5066)
2 hens and a rooster $50 (1552)

ANIMALS

EGGS.
PROTEIN. 
INCOME.

Maybe so. But when you 
give chickens or any other 
animals from the World 
Vision Gift Catalogue,  
you help entire 
communities thrive.  
Your hens and roosters are 
purchased locally. They’re 
then delivered to a family, 
along with feed, training  
and other support to 
ensure the birds multiply 
into a whole flock. Just 
chickens? More like super 
chickens to the rescue.

Chickens give wings to a child

FUN  
TO 

GIVE!

Chickens are just  
chickens, right?

4

Glorious  
goodness of goats
Goats are hearty and adorable animals.  
But it’s their milk that brings the greatest 
benefit to children in need. Hundreds of 
litres of milk, cheese and even the start of  
a whole herd. This is the goodness a goat 
can bring. Now that’s great giving!     

2 goats $200 (1586) 
Goat $100 (1578)

“Goats actually  
change everything.”
– Patricia, grandmother to 9-year-old Rosemary 
 (pictured here)
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The 
buzz 
about 
bees

Ultimate milk machine
Few things can transform a family’s future like the incredible 
bounty of a cow. Her milk is a superfood for hungry children. 
And her calves can become a herd that brings a lifetime of 
prosperity. We’re over the moon for this gift.

Cow $600 (1602)
Share of a cow $200 (3590)

Teach a family to fish
Help give fish farms and fishing kits in the name of a 
loved one. Imagine how great they’ll feel knowing their 
gift will transform lives.

Fish farms $65 (1784)

Bees are a smart gift and a great small business 
opportunity. Equipped with kits and hives, 
beekeepers can produce up to 50 kilos of honey 
a year to sell or trade. Sweet!

Beehives $100 (1800)
Beekeeping kits $60 (1792)

Creatures 
great  
and  
small  

ANIMALS
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Find out about group giving at worldvision.ca/groups 
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Do even  
greater good 
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when you give any of these three 
urgently needed items.

Stock a clinic Clean water fund Help build latrines
(See p. 23) (See p. 19) (See p. 18) 

$100 $100 $125

#1 
GROUP 

GIFT

Help fill a stable  
with animals for a meaningful group  
giving experience

Help break the cycle of poverty when you fill a stable with 
animals like a milk-producing goat and cow, woolly sheep, 
prolifically breeding pigs, and chickens or ducks for eggs. 
What an ideal gift to give with friends, family or co-workers.

Help fill a stable $1,200 (1404) 
Share of a stable $600 (3020)

Count on 
sheep
Protein-rich milk.  
Warm wool for 
weaving. Two to three 
lambs a year. It’s easy  
to see why healthy 
sheep are a blessing  
for families in need.

2 sheep  
$300 (3418)
Sheep  
$150 (1594) Er
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GIVE WHERE MOST NEEDED

Let a loved one know a meaningful gift has been given in their 
name. Go to worldvision.ca/gifts to send free personalized 
e-cards or to receive free printed greeting cards by mail.
†Please allow 10–14 business days for greeting card delivery.

Free Greeting Card 
with every order †

* The items listed here have their fair market values deducted from the amount eligible for a tax receipt.

8

When you give where most needed, you’ll help provide things like healthcare, 
safety, food, water and more to vulnerable children and families around the 
world. It’s a powerful way to help change lives.

Give where most needed 
$200 (5025) $100 (5033) $50 (5041) $25 (5058)

Something for under the tree

Cheese board  
with heart
Give LOVE with this cheese board handmade from 
exotic woods. Every purchase also helps artisans support 
their families. (Approx. 11" x 11")

Cheese board $75 (5108)
Fair market value $30*

Bling that brings hope
Make your love shine when you give 
this multi-strand black, silver and gold 
beaded bracelet crafted by Balinese 
artisans. (Adjustable toggle)

Balinese bracelet $60 (5124)
Fair market value $28*

Drops of 
turquoise 
necklace

Silk scarf  
for a cause
This beautiful 100% silk  
scarf is made by women  
in the Quang Nam province of Vietnam. A stunning 
and unique gift that helps families escape poverty.

Multi-coloured scarf   
$95 (5132)
Fair market value $44*

FREE 
SHIPPING 

ORDER 
EARLY

A great way to help where most needed. 
Purchase these fair trade, handcrafted gifts made by 
artisans from around the world.

Go to worldvision.ca/gifts to give now

Created by an 11-year-old entrepreneur 
and made in Canada, each reversible 
dress goes from dress to tunic to top as 
your little one grows. The purchase of 
the “Candy apple red” dress will help 
children in need when emergencies 
strike. Comes with a matching headband.  
See all dress colours, supporting other 
programs, at worldvision.ca/gifts.

Dress with matching headband  
Size SM (2–5+ yrs.) 
$55 (4663)

Size LG (5–8+ yrs.) 
$55 (4671)
Fair market value $39* 

Ivy & Alex dress  
that grows with your child

  
Fair trade metal votive
Give a special glow. Artisans from India 
use upcycled metal to handcraft these 
intricate reflective votives.  
A perfect holiday gift.

Metal votive $35 (5090)
2 metal votives   $65 (5181)
Fair market value $15/$30*

This gorgeous 
necklace is made  
by artisans in Delhi 
who can now 
support their 
families thanks to 
fair trade wages. 
(approx. 19” long)

Turquoise necklace 
$75 (5116)
Fair market value $27*

Help 
children  
in the  
most need
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Trees of plenty 
Bananas! Mangos! Oranges! Provide an orchard  
full of sweetness with fruit trees and seeds— 
a vitamin-packed blessing that protects children 
from disease. Includes agricultural training  
and more.

Fruit trees, seeds and tools $100 (3343) 
Fruit trees and seeds $30 (2840)

Fresh fruit and eggs? Yes, please! Your gift of hens, roosters and fruit trees  
is a winning combo for growing children AND a great source of income for  
hardworking parents.

Chickens + fruit trees $80 (3699) 

Eco-friendly stoves
Fueled by vegetable debris, eco-stoves are 
easy and safe to use. Families receiving your 
gift can use it to cook, sanitize water and heat 
their homes on cold nights.

Wood-conserving stoves $50 (2550)

Growing  
food for life 
Multiplies 3X in value

Hands in the earth. Seeds sprouting 
to abundance. A healthy harvest. Give 
all this and more with agricultural 
packs for hungry families. Includes 
things like seeds, animal feed, tools, 
training and more. In emergencies, 
food is provided thanks to donations 
from the World Food Programme. 
Your gift multiplies 3X in value.

$70 equals $210 in value 
 $35 equals $105 in value

Agricultural Packs and more      
$70 (1115)
Agricultural Packs  
$35 (1545)

Small biz.  
Huge impact.
Help break the vicious cycle  
of poverty when you give a 
microloan and business training  
to struggling families. As loans are 
repaid, they’re re-loaned to help 
even more families. That’s BIG!

Help families start businesses 
$200 (2899) $100 (1669)

Pedal power
What moves you? Empowering others? Changing lives? Bicycles 
and repair kits are the ticket. Help a child get to school, a parent 
to work or a health worker to save lives. Thanks to our partner, 
World Bicycle Relief, your gift multiplies 2X in value to 
purchase, ship and distribute bikes.

$100 equals $200 in value

Bicycles and repair kits $100 (2238)

FARMING & BUSINESS

A healthy 
breakfast 
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Let your loved ones choose the gift

12 months of hope and joy 

Imagine your heart on a trip around the world. Giving hope. Changing lives. Your Gift of the Month provides a 
new blessing every month—from medicines to education. And, your Gift of the Season provides livestock such 
as goats, chickens, pigs and cows.

Gift of the month $600 (1867) 
Gift of the season $200 (5082) (4 gifts of our most popular animals) 

GIVE JOY YEAR ROUND

Bring JOY to your sponsored child and their community
A thriving community grows happy children. This gift to your sponsored child’s community will provide things like school 
supplies, sports equipment—and more—to help all the girls and boys where your sponsored child lives.*

Gift for your sponsored child’s community    $200  (2865)    $100  (1875)    $50  (2857)
*Donations are pooled together with other Canadian donors to have greater impact.

Sponsor a child and experience the joy of creating real and lasting 
change—not just for this child, but for their family and entire 
community. You’ll be able to watch progress unfold through videos, 
photos and stories from your sponsored child and their community. 

Sponsor a child $39 per month (1701)

Sponsor a girl or a boy 

Give the gift of inspiration with World of 
Change Giving Cards. You choose the card. 
They choose the gift. And the world becomes  
a better place. 

*Amounts available: 
$100  $75 $50 $30
(2592) (2915) (2584) (2816)

* More gift amounts online. Giving Cards cannot be used to 
support child sponsorship, send gifts to your sponsored child’s 
community, support group fundraising or be used to purchase 
artisan items or apparel listed in the catalogue. Terms and 
conditions apply. Please visit worldvision.ca/gifts/FAQ.

Perfect for everyone

“ The gift catalogue allowed me to share 
the blessings of the holiday season with 
my sponsored child.”      
                                      – Cynthia Conlon, child sponsor 

JANUARY FE BRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE

Fruit trees and seeds Mom and baby care Sports balls Medicines for children Education fund Life-saving nutrition

JULY AUGUST OCTOBE R NOVE MBE R DECEMBER

Boots for children Warm blankets Agricultural packsFeed hungry familiesStock a clinic Bicycles/Repair kits

SEPTE MBE R

FREE 2018 World Vision calendar with purchase of Gift of the Month. Limited supply.

FOR 
SPONSORS 

ONLY



Hawa, age
 6 in 2010, Senegal
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Boots for children 
Multiplies 3X in value

Warm, dry feet are happy feet. Thanks to Roma 
Boots and their generous donation of children’s 
boots, your gift multiplies 3X in value. You’ll help 
ship and distribute sturdy all-weather boots to 
children living in harsh climates.  

Boots for children $30 (4358)

What a sweet way for your child  
to connect with another girl or  
boy halfway across the world.

Baby chicks $20 (4432)

Charming  
baby chicks 

Kids can change the world

Teach your children the joy of giving

Discover fun activities for kids at worldvision.ca/fun

Countless hours of fun
Soccer balls, volleyballs, basketballs, nets and more. 
Imagine the good times kids can share with other kids 
when you help provide sports equipment. 

Sports equipment $60 (2881)
Sports balls and more $30 (1909)
Sports balls $10 (4457)

Reading, writing  
and arithmetic 
Help kids learn and succeed in their 
education with the perfectly practical gift  
of school essentials. A small contribution 
brings big benefits with this gift that 
includes things like pencils, notebooks, 
rulers and more.

School essentials $10 (4499)

ki
ds

’co
rner AWESOME GIFTS FOR CHILDREN

Warmth for children
Protect children and families from freezing 
temperatures when you give warm clothing,  
sturdy footwear or cozy blankets.

Winter clothing & blankets $65 (5140) 
Winter clothing $35 (1511)
Warm blankets $30 (1891)
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GIFTS
 START 
AT $10
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“ She lied to me  
that I was going to a house  
to babysit. Instead she sold  
me to a brothel.”     
                                  – 13-year-old girl, Cambodia

Help sexually 
exploited children 

It’s an unthinkable crime. Children—some  
as young as 6—forced into sexual slavery.  
Their hearts broken. Dreams crushed.  
Help provide such children with things like 
education, counselling, awareness training  
and more. You’ll also help protect little ones  
through advocacy.

Help sexually exploited children  
$150 (3012) $75 (2485)

CHILDREN AT RISK

Heal a child’s heart
Protect a girl or 
woman in crisis 
Education, job training, counselling and 
healthcare are powerful tools for women 
and girls denied a chance to go to school, 
abused in the home or forced into early 
marriage or sexual exploitation.

Women and Girls in Crisis Fund $100 
(2014)

Give hope to  
forgotten children 
Open your heart to children living on the 
streets. Your gift will provide things like safe 
shelter, counselling and more. And you’ll help 
advocate for children who have nowhere  
else to turn.

Support street children $50 (2980)

Feed hungry children  
and families 
Multiplies 4X in value

Thanks to donations from the World Food Programme, your 
gift multiplies 4X in value to help provide urgently needed food 
to those hurt by natural disasters and humanitarian crises.

$120 equals $480 in value 
 $60 equals $240 in value 

Feed 2 hungry families $120 (1693)
Feed a hungry family $60 (1685)
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Emergency Kits  
Hope in the wake of disaster

Help suffering families with the life-
saving gift of Emergency Kits. Includes 
things like shelter materials, cooking 
tools, mosquito nets, personal hygiene 
necessities and more.

 Emergency Kits $35 (4574)

Reach out to children  
in the world’s most 
dangerous places
Shine a beacon in the darkness. By becoming a Raw Hope 
partner, every month you’ll provide things like clean water, 
education, food, healthcare and shelter in countries like  
South Sudan, Pakistan, Syria and Afghanistan.

MEND 
HEARTS. 
RESTORE 

LIVES.

Give Raw Hope one-time gift $40 (4093) 
Give Raw Hope monthly gift  $25 (4507)

4X
THE 

VALUE
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Clean water  
changes everything 
The drill bores into hard, dry earth.  
A breakthrough! Voices shout with joy as 
water gushes to the surface. 
Help give a well and transform  
a community. One borehole  
can bring life-giving water to as 
many as 500 people. You’ll also 
help provide equipment, parts, 
an engineer and training to maintain the well.   

Help drill a well $15,000 (1388) 
Share of a well $2,500 (1396)

A better place to “go”
Properly built and installed latrines, along with 
hygiene education, can improve health for a 
whole community. This is an unusual, yet practical 
and truly meaningful gift.

Help build latrines $125 (2527)

Pure and healthy
The gift of water filters protect families from diseases that kill 6,000 

children every day. A smart and simple solution to bad water. 

Water filters   $50   (2543)

Shower them with life

WATER & SANITATION
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Clean water for families
Give water, give life and help protect children and their families from 
worms, cholera and other painful and deadly waterborne diseases. Your  
gift helps build pipelines, handwashing stations, install pumps and more.

Clean water fund $500 (3632) $300 (5173) $100 (1362)

GREAT 
GROUP 

GIFT 

BRING 
LASTING 
HEALTH

MOST 
NEEDED 
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School lunches for hungry children 
Multiplies 4X in value

Food is love—and the perfect gift. Help provide nutritious lunches for children 
attending school. Thanks to donations from the World Food Programme, your 
gift multiplies 4X in value. 

 $140 equals $560 in value 
 $70 equals $280 in value 
$35 equals $140 in value 

Nutritious school meals 
$140 (4994) $70 (5009) $35 (5017)

Educate children and youth 
Multiplies 2X in value

Every child dreams of what they can become—of a life filled with promise. But a child in poverty may never go to school. Help 
renovate classrooms, train instructors, improve literacy, provide vocational skills and more. Thanks to contributions from the 
Canadian government, your gift multiplies 2X in value to educate children and youth to make their dreams come true.

$120 equals $240 in value  $60 equals $120 in value   

Education fund $120 (2451) $60 (2469)

EDUCATION
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Reading is key to every child’s future. Yet schools worldwide have few books. 
Your gift helps provide storybooks, educational books and more. 

Textbooks for children    $30    (2212)

Books to help children learn 

School supplies 
for classrooms 
Give children living in poverty the tools to succeed.  
Your gift will help provide classrooms and libraries  
with things like books, notebooks, student support  
and more.

Help supply classrooms $100 (1495) $50 (1487)

OPEN 
DOORS.
CHANGE 

LIVES.

MULTIPLIES 

2X 
IN  VALUE

MULTIPLIES 

4X 
IN  VALUE
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Stock a clinic 
Multiplies 9X in value

In poor countries, clinic shelves are often 
empty. Help fill them and provide life-
saving supplies like antimalarials, deworming 
drugs, medical supplies and more. Thanks 
to donations from partner companies, 
your gift multiplies 9X in value to 
purchase, ship and distribute supplies.

$200 equals $1,800 in value  
$100 equals $900 in value

Stock 2 medical clinics $200 (1461)
Stock a medical clinic $100 (1453)

A child suffers. A parent’s heart breaks. Heal 
them both with this life-saving gift. Thanks  
to donations from partner companies, your  
gift multiplies 9X in value to purchase, ship  
and distribute medicines and vital antibiotics  
for children and families.   

$60 equals $540 in value 
 $30 equals $270 in value

Medicines for children and families $60 (2832) 
Medicines for children $30 (1933)

Medicines  
for children
Multiplies 9X in value

Deliver healthy babies 
Multiplies 2X in value

With Canadian government grants, your gift multiplies 2X 
in value to provide expectant or new moms with things like 
prenatal vitamins, delivery kits, workshops and more.

$100 equals $200 in value

Mom and baby care $100 (3368)

HEALTH

“ You help us 
achieve our 
health goals in 
the community 
and save lives.” 

– Angella, health worker, Uganda
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Life-saving nutrition 
Multiplies 2X in value

Thanks to donations from partner companies,  
your gift multiplies 2X in value to purchase, ship  
and distribute high-protein food to help restore  
malnourished children.

$60 equals $120 in value

Life-saving nutrition for children $60 (2253)
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The multiplying effect of grants’ funding and donated goods varies throughout 
the year due to start and end dates of grants and related programs.

Help immunize 
communities
19.4 million children globally are not fully 
vaccinated and are vulnerable to life-
threatening diseases. Your gift will help 
deliver immunizations and equipment to 
protect communities—and save lives!

Help immunize communities  
$100 (1677) 

Help equip 
healthcare workers
Provide the supplies and training healthcare 
workers need to identify illnesses, provide 
nutrition education, refer families to health 
facilities and more. With grants from the 
Canadian government, your gift multiplies 
6X in value.

$50 equals $300 in value

Help equip healthcare workers  
$50 (5074) 

9X
THE 

VALUE

6X 
THE  

VALUE 

GIVE 
9X

THE HOPE

2X 
THE  

VALUE 
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Stock a clinic 
Multiplies 9X in value

Help stock a clinic with life-saving medicines. 
(See p. 23)

$200 equals $1,800 in value
$100 equals $900 in value

Stock 2 medical clinics $200    (1461)
Stock a medical clinic $100    (1453)

POPULAR GIFTS PEOPLE LOVE!

What’s so special about our animals?
When you give animals through World Vision, they  
are purchased locally and distributed to families along 
with feed, training and other support. 

Find meaningful 
artisan gifts 
(See pp. 8-9)

Make every gift matter this Christmas

Goats, hens 
& roosters
This robust livestock combo will 
help children and families thrive.  
(See p. 3)

Goats, hens and roosters 
$150 (3319) 
2 hens and a rooster  
$50 (1552)

<MOTIVXXX>




